Week Ending November 17th
2017
Releasing in December

Star Wars The Last Jedi The Visual Dictionary
(ISBN 9781465455512 $22.99)
Star Wars: The Last Jedi: The Visual Dictionary is the definitive guide to Star Wars: The
Last Jedi, revealing the characters, creatures, droids, locations, and technology from
the new film. Packed with 100+ images and information as penned by Star Wars(TM)
scribe Pablo Hidalgo, it’s a must-have for all fans who want to go beyond the movie
experience.

Star Wars: The Force Awakens Graphic Novel
(ISBN 9781684052103 $9.99)
Prepare for the Holiday 2017 blockbuster film, Star
Wars Episode VIII: The Last Jedi, with this comic
adaptation of The Force Awakens, published in the
U.S. for the first time!
Faithfully capturing the galaxy-spanning action of
The Force Awakens, join Rey, Finn, BB-8, Kylo Ren,
and all your favorite characters, new and old, on the
adventure of a lifetime! Experience Episode VII in a
whole new way before catching the new movie in
theaters later this year!
This beautiful graphic novel combines the aweinspiring wonder of Star Wars with the streamlined
designs of Disney animation, making it a must-read
for longtime fans and a great introduction for
newcomers!

Now taking orders for the December 5th
release of…
The Forever War – Graphic Novel

(ISBN 9781785860898 $19.99)
The legendary novel of extraterrestrial war in an
uncaring universe comes to comics, in a stunningly
realized vision of Joe Haldeman’s Vietnam War
parable!
The visionary Hugo and Nebula Award-winning SF
tale by Joe Haldeman is beautifully realized in full
color by the legendary artist Marvano. An epic SF war
story spanning relativistic space and time, The
Forever War explores one soldier’s experience as he
is caught up in the brutal machinery of a war against
an unknown and unknowable alien foe that reaches
across the stars.

Releasing January 9th

Marvel’s Black Panther: The
Illustrated History of a King: The
Complete Comics Chronology (ISBN
9781683831853 $45.00)
Explore over fifty years of history and art of the first
mainstream black superhero, Marvel's Black
Panther, with insight from those who helped create
the character himself.
This deluxe art book draws on more than fifty years
of comic art, featuring the work of Black Panther
writers and artists Jack Kirby, Stan Lee, Christopher
Priest, Ta-Nehisi Coates, Brian Stelfreeze, Gil
Kane, Denys Cowan, John Romita Jr., and others.
The cover will feature an exclusive piece of artwork by a fan-favorite Black Panther
artist, specially commissioned just for the book.

Showtime is developing a television series adaptation of

The Kingkiller

Chronicle, exec-produced by Pulitzer Prize, Tony, Grammy and Emmy winner LinManuel Miranda (Hamilton), with producer John Rogers (Leverage, The Player) serving
as showrunner. Miranda will also compose music for the series, which is based on
Patrick Rothfuss’ best-selling contemporary fantasy trilogy. Produced by Lionsgate,
the series follows a pair of wandering performers on their adventures through the
unique and startling fantasy world of Temerant. Go HERE for the full article

Check this week’s SHOWCASE for Patrick Rothfuss’ titles

Now Available

Doctor Who: Dalek: The Astounding Untold History of
the Greatest Enemies of the Universe
By George Mann, Justin Richards
(ISBN 9780062681133 $45.00)
For the first time, the never-before-told history of the Doctor’s most dangerous enemy,
the Daleks, from their genesis thousands of years ago to their conquest of the universe
Doctor Who: Dalek, is the one
and only volume devoted solely to
the history of the Doctor’s greatest
enemy. The Daleks, with their
watchword cry “Exterminate!”, are
a race of cyborg aliens singlemindedly determined to conquer
the universe and end all life forms
they consider inferior.
First appearing on Doctor Who in
1963, the Daleks are among the
show’s most popular villains.
Reminiscent of human-sized
pepper shakers, the external
mechanical casing of the Dalek
protects a soft, repulsive creature
whose electronic voice is reduced
to a squeak when outside of its
shell.
Doctor Who: Dalek chronicles the
Daleks’ genesis through the Time
War and their ongoing conquest of
the universe. Here are neverbefore-told stories about these
legendary creatures—including
terrifying near-mythical adventures, startling visual recreations of secret conflicts, and
more. Each story sheds new light on what has become the most feared alien race in the
universe.
With a foreword by showrunner Steven Moffat, full color illustrations, concept art,
cutaways, diagrams, comic strips and more, Doctor Who: Dalek is the ultimate
celebration of all things Dalek and a must have for devoted Whovians of every age.

Jon Hamm (Mad Men) will play Archangel Gabriel in Good Omens (ISBN
9780060853983 $7.99), a 6-part series from Amazon Studios and the BBC based
on the novel by Neil Gaiman. Although the messenger from God has a minor role in
the book, it was beefed up for the screen. Good Omens will be released by Amazon
Prime Video in 2019.

Ellen Page has been tapped for one of the leads in Netflix’s The Umbrella
Academy, a live-action series based on the popular graphic novels by Gerard Way
(My Chemical Romance) and illustrated by Gabriel Bá. The show, set for a 2018
premiere, hails from Universal Cable Productions and Dark Horse Entertainment. Go
HERE for the full article

Volume 1 (ISBN 9781593079789 $17.99)
Volume 2 (ISBN 9781595823458 $17.99)

Go HERE for the teaser trailer for Jeff VanderMeer’s

Annihilation (ISBN

9780374104092 $14.99)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=9&v=ufaDurSCKOk
In theaters February 2018

Books 2&3 of ‘The Southern Reach Trilogy’
Authority (ISBN 9780374104108 $15.00)
Acceptance (ISBN 9780374104115 $15.00)

December 5th release

The Leafly Guide to Cannabis: A Handbook for the
Modern Consumer by The Leafly Team
(ISBN 9781455571994 $27.00)
A savvy connoisseur's guide from the editors
of the world's most popular cannabis platform.
Cannabis is at the very beginning of a craft
and educational renaissance. It is emerging
from the legislative shadows and a second
awakening is occurring: people are proactively
seeking information about how to properly
consume and enjoy it.
And cannabis is a wildly diverse product, even
more so than alcohol. Consumers can
experience not only different flavor profiles, but
also different cerebral and body effects; they
can consume using different methods, from
vaporization to combustion to topical
application; and they can pick and choose
between an ever-growing number of different
strains and products.
THE LEAFLY GUIDE TO CANNABIS provides all the best tips to navigating this
growing market in a definitive guide that will enhance every user's enjoy

Amazon has set up three high-profile drama series for development: Ringworld
(ISBN 9780345333926 $7.99), based on Larry Niven’s classic science fiction
book; Lazarus, based on the comic book by Greg Rucka (Jessica Jones); and Snow

Crash (ISBN 9780553380958 $16.00), based on Neal Stephenson’s cult
novel.
For more on this go HERE

Releasing in March 2018

Diary of Anne Frank – graphic novel
(ISBN 9781101871799 $24.95)

Releasing in February

The Expanse: Origins (ISBN 9781684151141 $14.99)
The official graphic novel tie-in to the hit SyFy television series revealing the
untold origin stories of the main characters.
Based on the bestselling books and tying into the hit
television series, The Expanse: Origins reveals the untold
genesis of the crew members of The Rocinante. As
interplanetary tensions reach an all-time high, The Rocinante
crew finds themselves at the center of a conflict that
threatens to destroy all of human civilization. But before they
were heroes, each member of the crew faced moments that
would define them and bring them one step closer to the ship
they now call home.
Featuring stories by author James S.A. Corey, written by
Hallie Lambert and Georgia Lee and illustrated by Huang
Danlan, this graphic novel explores the history of each
character and what led them to The Canterbury, making it a
must-read for fans.
For more, go HERE, HERE, or HERE

This will be back in stock soon
Death Note All-in-One Edition (ISBN
9781421597713 $39.99)
All 12 volumes of Death Note in one monstrously large
edition!
This hefty omnibus combines all 2,400 pages of the megahit
thriller into a single massive tome, presented in a beautiful
silver slipcase. A perfect collectible conversation piece and a
must-have for Death Note fans. Also contains an epilogue
chapter never before seen in English!
Light Yagami is an ace student with great prospects—and
he's bored out of his mind. But all that changes when he finds the Death Note, a
notebook dropped by a rogue Shinigami death god. Any human whose name is written
in the notebook dies, and now Light has vowed to use the power of the Death Note to
rid the world of evil. But when criminals begin dropping dead, the authorities send the
legendary detective L to track down the killer. With L hot on his heels, will Light lose
sight of his noble goal…or his life?

Back in Stock!
Frank Miller returns to his legendary Dark Knight series in this acclaimed new
adventure.

Batman: The Dark Knight: Master Race
(ISBN 9781401265137 $29.99) – Dark Knight #3
In 1986, Frank Miller introduced his
iconic take on Batman and changed
the face of comics forever. Now, three
decades after BATMAN: THE DARK
KNIGHT RETURNS, Miller himself
has returned with a third chapter to
his groundbreaking saga.
It’s been three years since the
Batman defeated Lex Luthor and
saved the world from tyranny. Three
years since anyone has seen Gotham
City’s guardian alive. Wonder
Woman, Queen of the Amazons…Hal
Jordan, the Green
Lantern…Superman, the Man of
Steel…all of the Dark Knight’s allies
have retreated from the front lines of
the war against injustice.
But now a new war is beginning. An
army of unimaginable power led by
Superman’s own daughter is
preparing to claim Earth as their new
world.
The only force that can stop this
master race—Batman—is dead.
Long live the new Batman…
Collecting the full nine-issue miniseries and its mini-comic tie-in issues, BATMAN: THE DARK
KNIGHT: MASTER RACE features incredible artwork from comics icon Andy Kubert
(FLASHPOINT), as well as Klaus Janson (THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS), John Romita Jr.
(ALL-STAR BATMAN), Eduardo Risso (100 BULLETS) and Frank Miller himself!

A Die Hard Christmas: The Illustrated Holiday Classic
by Doogie Horner, Illustrated by JJ Harrison (ISBN
9781608879762 $16.99)

Because it’s not Christmas
until Hans Gruber falls off
the Nakatomi Tower
A delightful Christmas tale based on the actionpacked Die Hard movie
All John McClane wants for Christmas is to reunite
with his estranged family. But when his wife’s office
holiday party turns into a deadly hostage situation, he
has to save her life before he can get home in time for
Christmas!
The unconventional fan-favorite movie Die Hard is now an illustrated storybook—
complete with machine guns, European terrorists, and a cop who’s forced to rely on all
his cunning and skills (and the help of a fellow officer) to save the day. Based on the
classic “Night Before Christmas” poem and filled with whimsical illustrations, this
cleverly reimagined homage is destined to become a holiday classic.
From i09 - The Best Christmas Movie of All Time Is Being Turned Into a Must-Have
Children's Book. Go HERE for the full article

In Stock

Supergirl01: Age of Atlantis by Jo Whittemore
(ISBN 9781419728143 $13.99)
Soar into action in this all-new original adventure based on the
hit CW TV series, Supergirl!
Supergirl (aka Kara Danvers) has been running across average
citizens performing amazing feats all over National City. But
that’s not even the weirdest thing going on. The Department of
Extranormal Operations has captured a mysterious humanoid
sea creature. Supergirl must find out what has drawn him to
National City, and his connection to this surge of super-citizens. Written by celebrated
author Jo Whittemore, this is one adventure fans of the TV series won’t want to miss!
Supergirl01 is the first title in a three-book series by middle-grade author Jo Whittemore
Ages 9-12

In Stock

Lumberjanes01 Unicorn Power! By Mariko
Tamaki, Illustrated by Brooke Allen (ISBN
9781419727252 $14.99)
Based on the bestselling, cult-favorite graphic novels, this series of
middle-grade novels follows the five campers on totally new,
action-packed adventures
Welcome to Miss Qiunzella Thiskwin Penniquiqul Thistle
Crumpet’s Camp for Hardcore Lady Types. The five scouts of Roanoke cabin—Jo,
April, Molly, Mal, and Ripley—love their summers at camp. They get to hang out with
their best friends, earn Lumberjane scout badges, annoy their no-nonsense counselor
Jen . . . and go on supernatural adventures. That last one? A pretty normal occurrence
at Miss Qiunzella’s, where the woods contain endless mysteries.
This hilarious, rollicking adventure series brings the beloved Lumberjanes characters
into a novel format with brand-new adventures.

In Stock

The Flash01: Hocus Pocus by Barry Lyga (ISBN
9781419728150 $13.99)
Race into action in this all-new original adventure based on the hit
CW TV series, The Flash!
In a timeline where Flashpoint never happened, The Flash (aka Barry
Allen) must face a mysterious villain who can control the minds and
actions of citizens. But when Hocus Pocus, as he calls himself, takes
control of Barry, it’s up to Team Flash to help the Scarlet Speedster
before he’s forced to do the unthinkable. Written by New York Times bestselling author
Barry Lyga, this is one adventure fans of the TV series won’t want to miss!
The Flash01 is the first title in a three-book series by bestselling author Barry Lyga
Ages 9-12

For ordering info on all the above titles, visit our
Showcase Page

